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Jinan Taijia Translation Co., Ltd. 

 

Company Introduction 

 

Taijia Translation Co., Ltd., officially registered in Jinan (Registration number：

370104200044125), is a translation agency providing professional, extensive and 

trustworthy translation services in documentation translation, interpretation service, 

conference simultaneous interpretation and website localization service in English and 

Japanese as well as the minor languages such as Korean, German, French and Russian. 

Taking the “Quality First, Integrity-based” as the operation philosophy, our company will 

wholeheartedly provide you the first-rate service with best quality products with 

multilingual, specialized and powerful translation team and special functional departments. 

We have been executing Project Manager Responsibility System to guarantee the 

specialty, accuracy and effectiveness for the translation service. With senior and 

specialized translation team of rich experiences in translation and highly professional 

devotion to work and the sufficient manpower resources, we can make sure that all kinds 

of materials are translated by professional translators who are proficient in this field and 

also ensure the professional level of the target language. To high volume data， we not 

only ensure the unity of the specialized vocabulary and the consistent style for the holistic 

target language but also ensure the quality in document format and data proofreading. 

Our working standard: “Customer satisfaction”; 

Our way of survival: “Quality first”; 

Our source power for sustainable development: “The eternal friendship with 

customers”. 

Taijia Translation Co., Ltd will sincerely provide high quality and efficient service for 

you. We will work hard to be your permanent partner and try our best to promote your 

development. 

Welcome your inquiry and we look forward to cooperating with you! 

 

Language list 

Chinese 

Japanese 

English 

Korean 

Thai 

Russian 

Vietnamese 

Malay 

French 

German 

Spanish 

Italian 
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Portuguese 

Arabic 

Polish 

And many other languages.  

Translation fields 

 

Construction, Machinery, Metallurgy, Aviation, Automobile, Law, Food, 

Telecommunication, Computer, 

Biochemistry, Hotel Management, Medicine, Medical equipment, IT, Trade, Business， 

Finance, Electronics, 

Communication, Chemicals, Petroleum, Energy, Environment, Textile, Dyeing, Clothing, 

Papermaking, 

Agriculture, Optics, Psychology, Industrial automation, Civil Engineering, Marine 

operation etc. 

 

Document categories 

 

Economy and Trade: Company introduction, Articles of association, Commercial 

correspondence, User manual, 

Feasibility report, Annual report, Brochure, Investment information, Press release etc. 

Engineering and technology: Bidding document, Product specification, Installation 

manual, Equipment 

specifications, Industrial standard, scientific paper etc. 

Law and Regulation: Contract agreement, Terms and conditions, Law, Patent licensing, 

Judicial documents etc. 

Culture and Art: Movie script, Subtitle, Magazine, News, Advertisement, Poster, Books, 

Prose and other literary 

and artistic works etc. 

Personal Data: Immigration material, Certification material, Notarization materials, 

Academic certificate, 

International driving permit, Proof of bank account, Deposit slip and other certificate 

translation. 

 

Logiciels 

 

• Adobe Acrobat 

• Adobe Photoshop 

• Adobe Indesign 

• MS softwares 

• SDL TRADOS 

• Across 

• MemoQ 

• SmartCAT 
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Service areas 

 

Translation: 

Chemical industry, engineering, machinery manufacturing, medicine, energy and 

environment, metallurgy and the 

translation of electronic techniques etc; feasibility report, construction scheme, annual 

report, finance, insurance, 

human affairs, financial affairs, marketing, market, official document, magazine, contract, 

laws and regulations, 

agreement, notarization and certificates etc. 

 

Interpretation: 

Senior simultaneous translation, consecutive interpreting, business negotiation, 

construction site, tour and 

sightseeing as well as other interpretation services. 

 

Website localization: 

Translate foreign language website into Chinese website or translate the Chinese website 

into foreign language 

website, making it corresponding to the cultural tradition of the area and meeting the 

requirements of the readers in 

Multilanguage, business practice and cultural customs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact us 

 

Jinan Taijia Translation Co.,Ltd. 

 

E-mail:christelle@taijiatrans.com                   Skype: Taijia Trans 

Telephone: +86-531—87168269                   Fax:+86-531--87168269 

Address: Yang Guang 100 T6-2104,Yang Guang Xin Road,Jinan,China 

Postcode: 250000                                Website: www.taijiatrans.com 
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